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[P3D] Thai Creation Kathmandu VNKT SKIDROW So for now, I use FSDATA to create a P3D-FS9.5-HiPX-AO base and implement fully manual-pilots-interface, for the person who wants to use only the software. A: I found out why. A while ago, the developer of P3D stopped supporting older versions of P3D, or I guess it was because of the license expiracy. Once you have bought his addon, you can download his full version and see if the problem is still there. He also gave a refund. The second problem is that you can't import a project from P3D. Even though I
tried to import the whole FSX directory, I only get the.pbl files. I tried with a 2K project from FSX as well, and the same problem. This is not a known error of simulation. So I think, you should try his full version of P3D to see if the problem is still there. If it is not, then I guess it was just a bad decission to do that or something. My VNKT is working now, even with the.pbl files. It was a full new install and the project directory was not empty. Just import the full FSX directory, and that's it. Q: What is the best way to make this model? I have this structure: A -> B ->

C -> D -> E Let's say that I want to implement a method update_for_C that will take a reference to B and call update on the subtree rooted at C. What is the best way to design this pattern to make this easy to do? A: If you're talking about generic update_for_C(A& a, B& b) or some other combination of two parameters, then you can also use this method. #include template void update_for_C(const std::vector& root) { update(root[0], root[1]); update_for_C(root[2]); update_for_C(root[3]); update_for_C(root[4]); }
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